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            The premium domain:

            RooBrew.com

            is available for purchase.

          

        

        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                  
                    
                  
                  
                  
                    
                  
                  
                  
                    
                  
                  
                  
                    
                  
                  
                  
                    
                  
                

                
                

              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
          
            
              RooBrew as a name for a Website
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              A discussion of what people will likely interpret from RooBrew.com coming soon.

              
                Given the nature of RooBrew.com and lack of availability of domains of this nature, particularly with the .com extension, it could be extremely valuable to help the right buyer build their online Brand. And even more so with our performance guarantee.

                Qualify for a standard discount? Contact us to send you a link with a discounted price.

                Price: $6,100
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              The brand power of RooBrew
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              Why we love RooBrew.com is coming soon.

              Email addresses @RooBrew.com are very appealing in awide range from casual to very formal, while retaining professionalism and great credibility:

              	Bob@RooBrew.com
	Robert@RooBrew.com
	RSmith@RooBrew.com
	RobertSmith@RooBrew.com


              Ideal applications for RooBrew.com coming soon.

              All things considered, RooBrew.com is an extremely professional domain, that is very memorable, catchy, fun, and attractive, and offers instant credibility in  beverage technology performance.
              

                The relative value of RooBrew.com

                Yearly sales expectations for RooBrew.com, in some use scenarios, could be in excess of $30M per year, and if the marketing power of the name could increase that, even if it was only 10%, by creating the marketing synergies that could attract additional potential customers and retain existing ones at a higher rate, and assuming a gross margin of 40%, RooBrew.com could be be purchased for $1.2M and pay for itself within one year. All other benefits of fun, pride, differentiation, superior brand loyalty, higher profitability, market protection, high memorability, and cohesiveness, in their aspects that did not directly relate to the growth in sales, would be entirely free. It may seem far-fetched or exaggerated, but in reality, it is very hard to convey, just how important having a good brand name, like RooBrew.com can be when marketing an offering.

                Some domain names that have sold recently, substantiate the extraordinary value of RooBrew.com at $6,100. For instance:

                	Nevis.com sold a little over a year ago for $100,000
	LinkTree.com, a similar length domain, sold a little over 3 years ago for $138,000
	FSL.com sold last month for $300,000
	MyHome.com, a similar length domain, sold a little over a year ago for $120,322
	BitcoinPoker.com sold a little over 4 years ago for $65,000
	Baijiale.com, a similar length domain, sold a little over a year ago for $64,000
	CasinoBonus.com sold a little over a year ago for $134,000


                RooBrew.com is a very appealing domain, and for some applications, it undoubtedly has more marketing power in its ability to create a memorable brand than any of these domains that have recently sold. We know that we could demand a higher price for RooBrew.com and get it, especially considering the preliminary marketing and research that has gone into RooBrew.com, and the fact that it comes bundled with  marketing appropriate artwork. But our desire is also to help businesses get off the ground with great names that add value to their overall marketing strategy, not merely maximize our potential profit holding the names until we find the buyer whose circumstances would justify the highest price possible. However, it is good to understand that from this perspective, our price of $6,100 is 99% off of the $1.2M it could be worth, and an incredible value.

                Is RooBrew the perfect name for your brand?

                RooBrew.com is available right now with our 100% Performance Guarantee. If you are decided to build your new Brand, and you have done your due diligence, and you know that RooBrew.com is right for you, then do not to hesitate. Waiting means lost profits and opportunities. Start building your online brand today.

                Price: $6,100
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            Other  beverage domains that may be of interest.
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            See all  beverage domains

          

          
            Other Domain Categories That May Be of Interest

            
              #Brandable Fun Domain Names
              #Brandable Blog Domain Names
              #Brandable Entertainment Domain Names
              #Brandable Food Domain Names
            

          

        

      

      
        
          
          
            
              Bonuses included with RooBrew.com

              Brand Bundle items:*BUNDLE

              	Release of RooBrew.com ownership to buyer.
	Purchase Protection Warranty. If you do not receive the domain, you pay nothing.
	Logo in .eps format (Scalable Vector).
	Website logo icon set in a variety of sizes in .png format.
	Square and horizontal logo images (without slogan) in high resolution with .png format over clear, light, dark, and color backgrounds.
	Business card template image.
	List of the brand colors used in both RGB (digital displays) and CMYK (printing).


              
                There is only one RooBrew.com. If you are interested in having this unique, attractive, catchy, fun, and highly memorable name to build your online Brand. Take advantage of the opportunity to secure it with this great, performance-guaranteed offer, before someone else does!

                Price: $6,100
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                  Is having the “.com” extension important?
                
              

              
                
                  
                  
                     
                      
                        
                          The extension “.com” implies authority.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          When people see search results of similar named sites, the assumption is that the “.com” domain is the original. For instance, if we see “RooBrew.com” and a different site at “RooBrew.xyz”, we will have the impression that the “.com” is the official site. The sentiment is mirrored in feedback from search engine algorithm updates that reportedly affect “.com” extensions less, because sites with “.com” are sites that on average, indeed have the greater authority.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          There is credibility associated with “.com”.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          There are many domain extensions today. However, studies have shown that people trust “.com” more than the same name with any other extension. It is also something we intuitively know because we search for things online, and Credibility is critical, and “.com” has more of it.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          Being the original TLD for online business, it has status.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          It is not the same to stand at a traffic light in a Porsche than in a Volkswagen… It is not the same to drive a Jaguar, than a Ford… In the same way owning a great domain that is an original .com, has its status. It is not the same to say “I own RooBrew.com”, than it is to say “I own RooBrew.xyz”. The difference is actually huge.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          In a spectrum of professionalism, “.com” is at the top.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          We make assumptions of the quality expected from the services of a person by the level of professionalism by their point of contact. For instance, if Adam started a business and called it "RooBrew", he would have a tough time getting people to buy from him if his point of contact was “RooBrew247@gmail.com” because it is very unprofessional. It would be more professional to have the email "Adam@RooBrew.xyz", but the most professional and likely to attract customers would be "Adam@RooBrew.com”. Of course, there are many more points in the scale of professionalism in presentation. But all studies ever conducted prove the simple fact: professionalism sells. And a clear, engaging, and memorable “.com” domain is the top end of the professionalism spectrum.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          The easily identified “.com” provides greater marketing clarity.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          In the business world, we place our contact information on business cards, advertisements, printed marketing, stationary, directories and many other places. When people glance at the information, they immediately recognize “.com” as the ending of a website or an email address. Often people have doubts as to whether “.co” is a typo, and can fail to recognize other extensions as a web address. The gold standard is “.com”.
                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

            
              
              
                
                  What fees do I have to pay to purchase RooBrew.com?
                
              

              
                
                  
                  
                     
                      
                        
                          Brand Bundle Price
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          The Brand Bundle price for RooBrew.com is $6,100, and is payable to Max Branded via Escrow.com. It is our compensation for releasing the ownership of the domain, and delivering the available above mentioned bonuses.

                           Please refer to disclaimers below, terms and conditions and our privacy policy that govern the release and delivery of the bundle items.

                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          Registrar fee(s)
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          When you purchase RooBrew.com, it needs to be transferred to a registrar account in your name. Max Branded covers any expenses that may arise in the release side with our registrar, however, you are responsible for whatever fees your registrar of choice imposes on the transfer in. Some registrars charge a fee to transfer in a domain, but usually registrars only charge a one year extension to the domain registration, effectively transferring the domain in at no charge. The registration fee is due for all domain names, on a yearly basis, as a normal expense of owning a domain.
                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

            
              
              
                
                  Can I get a discount on RooBrew.com?                
              

              
                
                  
                  
                     
                      
                        
                          We offer 10% off to people who make special sacrifices for society.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Specifically: Professional educators at accredited institutions, senior citizens who are 70 years or older, and first response. Namely, military personnel, paramedics/EMTs, fire rescue, and law-enforcement. If you indeed qualify, we thank you for your service and hereby pay our respects to your contributions. Hopefully, we give back to you with both the extra 10% off, and your success with the RooBrew.com brand.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          We can discount in exchange for volume.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Any purchase of 3 or more similarly priced Brand Bundles can be evaluated for an additional discount, within reason. 10 or more similarly priced Brand Bundles will result in approximately an additional 10% off.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          You may have a price increase held under the right circumstances.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          We increase the price of Brand Bundles based on a number of factors, including market shifts that may produce opportunities, partnerships that may increase our expenses, and the devaluation of the US dollar. If you were intending to purchase a domain and we recently increased the price before you were able to finalize the decision to buy, let us know to consider holding the price increase for you.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          Otherwise,  $6,100 for the RooBrew.com Brand Bundle, which we feel is an amazing value, is indeed our final offer.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Our price is designed to be haggle-free. We know that we could get four or five times the price for any of our Brand Bundles, so we will not accept lower offers for our Brand Bundles. We invest rather extensively into each Brand Bundle and feel confident in the value that the RooBrew.com Brand Bundle will bring the customer who takes it to market. 

As a rule of thumb, our price is much lower than what we feel the monthly marketing budget should be for a venture, so theoretically, the business venture using RooBrew.com, will be spending no less than $6,100 every month in its advertising campaigns. With that in mind, over the first 5 years, the price of the Brand Bundle is less than 1.7% of the marketing budget, which is nothing in comparison to the benefits it is expected to bring. The reason our pricing is so far below what we feel is attainable, is because our mission is to help new business ventures succeed in today's challenging market conditions. Discounts will not be considered unless there is a reasonable and fair cause to take the time to consider a discount.

Assessing return on investment is the responsibility of the entrepreneur / investor. If you agree that the return for the price of RooBrew.com will be great, then there is no valid price objection. 

Making financial arrangements to cover business expenses and cashflows is another important job of every entrepreneur. If any of our Brand Bundles is truly unaffordable to any entity, then the chances that entity will be successful using the Brand Bundle are minimal, simply because the entity lacks the financial resources to launch successfully. They will struggle to afford employees, essential services, inventories, R&D, startup costs, overhead up to the breakeven point, and the myriad of unexpected expenses that are sure to arise in the course of business. From our perspective, with our high value proposition, there can be no valid affordability objection.
                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

            
              
              
                
                  Why buy RooBrew.com from Max Branded?
                
              

              
                
                  
                  
                     
                      
                        
                          RooBrew.com is an extraordinary premium domain.                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Our selection process involves research on the name and it’s meaning in western cultures, assessing all the qualities we list as important in name selection, including distinctiveness, relevance, phonetic appeal, length, memorability, and the emotions the name evokes, among other parameters. We rate our findings and select only the best. RooBrew passed our criteria with flying colors.                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          Allowing people with marketing experience find and evaluate names can save you a lot of time and headaches.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Traditionally, naming a new business venture involved a group of people brainstorming and coming up with possibilities, then discussing the options, and clarifying preferences, then checking the availability of those names’ domains. With domain names being as scarce as they are today, it is likely the name is not available, and if the domain is not available, then it is back to brainstorming. This iterative process can ultimately end in a name that is not very good because there tends to be lower quality in each iteration. And perhaps equally importantly, it is very time consuming, and expensive. Checking Max Branded’s name recommendations is a great shortcut, since there is additional marketing insight filtered into those names already. Also, checking through the names allows you to get a first impression of the feel of the name when seeing it for the first time. It is very valuable insight, and is practically impossible to get when brainstorming, because you have been playing with words for so long that the names feel like a collection of prioritized possibilities, rather than a business. The result is less time to market and a superior name.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          The preliminary marketing for a solid brand is done for you.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Marketing design allows us to better understand how the name will feel in use, and you get to keep the copyrights with your purchase. We developed the logo of RooBrew.com to be appealing, brandable, trademarkable, and flexible for different marketing needs, including being rendered in black and white, and being scaled down to a 16px X 16px favicon among many others. Having the preliminary marketing also means that you are not starting from scratch developing your site. With a few adjustments, the site design can be ready to launch, saving time and money and creating a very appealing end result that produces a strong brand following. Having professional marketing support from the initial design stage means less problems later on when designs often reveal issues that make them unsuited for some marketing needs.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          Our domains come in Brand Bundles, with bonus materials.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          We feel that our domains deliver superior value to those of competitors simply because of our marketing research, extensive prescreening, rigorous selection process, and the experience behind those processes. In addition to that, RooBrew.com is offered with even greater value with bonuses like being bundled with logo artwork, support images and color palette recommendations. The detailed bonuses included with RooBrew.com are listed in the "Bonuses included with RooBrew.com" section above.                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          Max Branded is transparent.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Many online suppliers are guarded, playing in what seems to be an adversarial role against their customers with their cards close to their chest. Their online offerings often hide their price, and other information. Granted, their domains are probably very valuable indeed, and sticker shock can prevent people from contacting the seller, and each entrepreneur has the right to do business as they wish. But at Max Branded we are 100% transparent. Our offering is very straightforward. We research and screen hundreds of thousands of names and source those with the most potential, we then develop a brand appeal with marketing designs to enhance the power of the name, and provide the package to our customers with the intent that our efforts will serve them in building the online brand they dream of. Our efforts are in line with our customer's interests, we hide nothing, and our transactions are in the spirit of win / win.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          When you know it’s the right brand name, you know.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          In marketing we use statistical data to validate our interpretation of market opportunities. And of course there is great value in it, particularly in the feedback areas to better understand how people are engaging with our offering, where they are coming from, and what preferences are met and unmet. This process should be the core of the marketing evolution of a company. However, in areas where a market has not yet experienced a product (prior to launch), it can be very difficult to use statistics because there is no reliable data available. Even a focus group of target market customers, which is very advisable, can be tricky to manage and can give wildly incorrect data, even when well managed.

There is a phenomenon that challenges data. It is the opposite of Murphy's Law, and could be expressed as "If the business can be successful, it will be." And it relates to the drive of the entrepreneur. It is a severely underrated marketing influence. The passion to bring something new into the world, the strength of courage, facing competition, and uncertainty, while carrying the weight of responsiblity for employees and the effects of the business in the community. It is sheer will power, and it is fueled by belief. if you, as an entrepreneur, feel that RooBrew.com is the right name for your business, and you know it down to the core of your bones, you just know…
                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

            
              
              
                
                  OK, I want to secure RooBrew.com as a brand for my business, what is next?
                
              

              
                
                  
                  
                     
                      
                        
                          1. Purchase RooBrew.com.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Click the "Buy Now" button, and submit payment to own RooBrew.com, agreeing to the terms and conditions of Max Branded.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          2. Escrow.com notifies Max Branded of the payment.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Once the bundle payment clears, Escrow.com notifies Max Branded that they are holding the funds related to the purchase of RooBrew.com, and we are to deliver our part of the agreement.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          3. Max Branded releases ownership and delivers marketing resources.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          Max Branded gives you the auth code to start the domain transfer of RooBrew.com, and provides you with the bonus items per the domain purchase agreement.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          4. You transfer your new RooBrew.com branded domain into your registrar account.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          You use the auth code we have provided you, to transfer RooBrew.com into your account in the registar you chose.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          5. You validate receipt of the resources agreed.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          The transaction with Escrow.com has an inspection period of 14 days, where you can ensure you have received what we promised to deliver. Either by express communication acknowledging the receipt of the marketing resources and auth code that worked transferring RooBrew.com into your registrar account, or by implicit acceptance by not denying the receipt (you are in control), the funds are approved to be released to Max Branded.
                        

                      

                    

                     
                      
                        
                          6. Escrow.com releases payment to Max Branded completing the transaction.
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          With the acceptance of receipt of the domain and bonus resources, per the terms mutually agreed upon in advance, Escrow.com releases payment to Max Branded, and the transaction is concluded.
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              Disclaimers:

              *BUNDLE Bundle item graphic alterations of color and/or size are included at no additional charge, but not major custom alterations.

              *G The Performance Guarantee is limited to money actually received by Max Branded for RooBrew.com, and is offered only to support a legitimate effort to launch a business, while responsibly using RooBrew.com. Learn more about the terms of the Performance Guarantee.
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                Subscribe to our newsletter

                Receive news about what's new and exciting from Max Branded.
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              We use Cookies

            

            Use of the Max Branded site is granted in accordance with our Cookies policy, Privacy policy and Terms and Conditions.

            Okay, got it!

          

        
  